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Abstract - Guerilla Marketing is a procedure for minimal effort offbeat promoting strategy. Guerilla Marketing 

centers towards traditional objectives i.e. benefit and development by doing limited time approaches. Guerilla 

Marketing demonstrated that this technique utilized successfully to instruct, illuminate and make interest in psyches of 

client towards a more prominent reason by making the general population more capable which thus prompt the 

advancement of society. Guerrilla promoting is significantly less expensive than other publicizing methods. Presently 

multi day's advertisers are utilized guerrilla promoting every now and again and staying away from the other 

customary strategies and it is for the most part in view of Word-of-Mouth method. Guerrilla advertising is an advanced 

method in item showcasing that makes utilization of capricious or irregular methods for elevating the item to the 

market. Guerrilla advertising started from guerrilla fighting activities where the equipped gathering used offbeat 

methods in battling the adversary, even to the point that damages the standard principles of commitment. On account 

of showcasing, the strategies are intended to make a buzz among buyers and thus transform the promoting into 

something that is viral. The motivation behind this examination is to check the effect of guerrilla showcasing on 

purchaser purchasing conduct. The discoveries of the investigation clarifies that there is a critical effect of guerilla 

advertising on buyers' purchasing conduct. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present stuffed and profoundly aggressive 

commercial center has turned out to be imperative that 

organizations look for options techniques to feature their 

offer to draw in the consideration of customers. The 

quantity of commercials worldwide has expanded 

exponentially in late decades, one individual being 

presented to hundreds or even a large number of limited 

time messages day by day (Shapiro and Nielsen, 2013). As 

an outcome, buyers have created defensive systems as 

subjective mappings that assistance to distinguish and stay 

away from the undesirable limited time messages. Griffin 

(2002) contends that individuals are becoming weary of a 

similar old messages and there is a requirement for 

advancement keeping in mind the end goal to achieve new 

grounds. The client is effectively exhausted with 

unadventurous method for showcasing (Griffin, 2002). 

Standard showcasing originations are getting out-formed, 

while the purchaser turns out to be more specific. The 

cutting edge time has made every buyer encounter a more 

up to date idea of showcasing correspondence in his 

proceeding with journey for fulfilling needs and filling 

worries about promoting. The contemporary shopper is 

better educated which impact him/her to wind up 

progressively requesting and faithful to particular brands. 

Promoting professionals should adopt an incorporated 

advertising correspondences strategy and better approaches 

for doing showcasing must be considered. One of the 

arrangements received by an ever increasing number of 

organizations to endeavor this circumstance is to put an 

accentuation on various correspondence techniques keeping 

in mind the end goal to accomplish separation of their own 

brands through advancement. It implies that the 

requirement for a greater amount of a proficient strategy is 

present, to achieve the correct client through the 

showcasing effort without becoming mixed up in the 

messiness. Along these lines, with the point of traversing 

the messiness in the market, one needs to pick an alternate 

sort of course and concentrate more on development and 

imagination.  

As per Levinson (1998) there is a call for more productive 

strategies, all the more advancing and viable, not as 

exorbitant and have a higher spotlight on littler statistic 

regions and focused on sections. A fascinating type of 

advertising is while presenting clients to messages in an 

unpredictable way. One of these methodologies is known as 

guerrilla promoting, as one could notice from the name the 

showcasing methodology could be experienced as dubious, 

since the name could be related with fighting strategies, 

however one ought not connect it with a bleeding 

battleground, even more a technique that one uses keeping 
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in mind the end goal to vanquish a market through an all 

around arranged approach in a littler scale. Organizations 

utilize fighting to battle on the battleground of today, the 

customer's psyche (Garsombke, 1987). Guerrilla promoting 

is a generally new practice that has been around since the 

late 1970's. Prior to that time, publicizing was described by 

enormous spending plans, heaps of introduction and 

appealing jingles to allure purchasers. The idea of Guerrilla 

Marketing envelops a wide assortment of imaginative 

publicizing instruments that have as primary reason the 

making of a solid impact with a little money related 

foundation (Hutter and Hoffman, 2011).  

The cutting edge period has made every purchaser 

encounter a more up to date idea of promoting 

correspondence in his proceeding with journey for fulfilling 

needs and needs. Such correspondence process includes 

different apparatuses which advertisers use to draw in his 

consideration, for example, daily papers, sensationalist 

articles, magazines, TV, bulletins, radio and the web. 

Additionally included among the advanced advertising 

systems are immediate showcasing and individual to-

individual promoting. In many organizations, these 

exercises are consolidated into one Integrate Marketing 

Communication or IMC, one that supplants the 

conventional advertising system with between organization 

collaboration and association, for example, outsourcing and 

retailing. As organizations go after survival, whimsical 

methods for promoting springs up in light of nonstop 

Research and Development which even came about to the 

multiplication of bootleg trades and phony items (Baack et 

al., 2008). Here guerrilla advertising procedures is most 

normally utilized these days. Verbal (WoM) remains for 

when a companion tells a companion that informs a 

companion concerning the new item that he had purchased 

a weekend ago. Advertisers are going for WoM that is 

arranged and executed by individuals keeping in mind the 

end goal to spread the "Buzz". However, ages of utilizing 

the item could be a decent sign of an effective guerrilla 

promoting viewpoint in light of the fact that, in the Coca 

cola illustration, the usage of the soda pop itself by the 

family for ages is passed on progressively by overhearing 

people's conversations and taste (Cottea et al., 2005). There 

is no immediate showcasing system required here by the 

organization and as the training imitates over various kinds 

of individuals, more up to date ideas of guerrilla advertising 

have developed to enter unchartered markets in light of the 

verbal exchange and taste marvel. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Lun O. and Dr. Yazdanifard R. (2014) have distributed 

research paper on title, 'Guerrilla Marketing; A Successful 

Business Model for Xiaomi' As buyers are moving far from 

the conventional promoting effort, organizations require 

distinctive advertising effort to keep on differentiating 

themselves from different organizations. One of the most 

recent showcasing patterns is guerrilla advertising. 

Guerrilla showcasing is a sort of promoting effort that 

utilizations one of a kind, extraordinary and eye-getting to 

pull in more clients. This article is to investigate guerrilla 

promoting and how it turned into an effective plan of action 

for Xiaomi. Other than that, Word-of-Mouth will likewise 

be investigated and how it turns into a vital component in 

guerrilla showcasing. This article expanded the 

comprehension of guerrilla advertising and how Xiaomi use 

it.  

Shakeel M. also, Khan M. M. (2011) have distributed 

research paper on title, 'Effect of Guerrilla Marketing on 

Consumer Perception' this clarified Guerilla promoting was 

one of the developing showcasing procedures, which were 

utilized, in publicizing industry. Stealth showcasing was 

additionally a most well known system utilized as a part of 

the Guerilla promoting. There was number of procedures 

utilized as a part of stealth advertising in which one 

method, big name promoting was practically speaking 

generally by the market pioneers. This paper looked into 

the huge impact of the Guerilla showcasing on the buyer 

discernment.  

Levision (1994) saw guerilla advertising as portrayed by 

ease powerful correspondence, co-agent endeavors 

organizing, utilizing of assets utilizing vitality and creative 

ability. Levision (1994) persistently takes note of the 

fundamental qualities of guerilla advertising, as boosting, 

inventive, utilizing utilization of accessible assets and a 

profoundly focused on blend of creative and viable 

correspondence systems, organizing, utilizing vitality and 

creative energy and minimal effort. The business visionary 

should never misfortune concentrate regardless of whether 

there is development of business. Realizing that individuals 

need relationship, guerilla promoting, does everything to set 

up and nature a security amongst themselves and every 

individual clients since clients are specialists of free 

showcasing. They realize that long haul connections are the 

way to data scattering.  

Drucker (1986) proposes innovativeness and advancement 

in item or administration improvement are the signs of 

fruitful enterprise, not cautious examination into client 

needs. In this manner, business visionaries take part in 

imaginative and fitting advertising systems, which 

guarantee their survival and development. The primary 

target promoting is to request instead of reacting to request. 

It ought to be founded on man brain research instead of 

understanding. As indicated by Morris (2001), different 

spectators have proposed that business enterprise is the 

foremost specialist to change. Entrepreneurial advertising 

sees on-going enterprise as a change specialist of the 

showcasing discipline. This is the sort of showcasing that 

empowers business visionaries to find, make, spur, fulfill 

and meet the requests and want of clients.  

Kamau S. M. (2013) has distributed research paper on title, 

'Impacts of Guerilla Marketing in Growth of Beauty Shops: 
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Case Study of Matuu Town, Machakos County, Kenya' the 

exploration investigated that there was a connection 

between buzz showcasing rehearses and the development of 

the excellence shops. The result of the investigation on the 

utilization of experiential showcasing demonstrated that 

experiential promoting systems were utilized with 

supposition pioneer being for the most part utilized. It was 

clear that there was business development after the 

entrepreneurs utilized experiential showcasing.  

Chen Jie (2011) have distributed research paper on title, 

'Investigate Guerrilla Marketing Potentials for Trade Show' 

The examination presented guerrilla-showcasing techniques 

by both investigating the hypothesis and recognizing 

fruitful cases. Toward the end, particular guerrilla 

advertising rules were worked for tradeshow advertisers.  

The only hypothesis has been developed from the literature 

review is: 

 Guerilla marketing is having a significant impact 

on consumer buying behavior 

Research Objectives: 

 To gain an in-depth knowledge of the whole 

concept of guerrilla marketing. 

 To gauge the influence of guerilla marketing on 

consumers’ purchase decision 

III. GUERILLA MARKETING- THE CONCEPT 

The American, Jay Conrad Levinson authored the term 

Guerrilla showcasing in the 1980s, which means offbeat 

advertising that utilizations battles as well as procedures to 

make a critical limited time impact. Guerrilla showcasing 

originates from military-and fighting related phrasing. It 

implies that this sort of promoting is considerably more 

forceful than the conventional kind, and the advertisers 

intend to influence the customers' feelings on a more 

profound level. At the end of the day, the distinctive 

promoting composes are doing combating to vanquish the 

customers' brain (Baltes and Leibing, 2008). Toward the 

starting, guerrilla advertising was extremely prevalent 

among private companies on account of the little spending 

speculations, which gave huge outcomes. Today, bigger 

organizations likewise utilize the idea of guerrilla 

showcasing. Guerrilla promoting has a tendency to be 

exceptionally attractive and amazing for the clients. It 

influences the clients to feel fascination in the organization 

bringing about clients going to the organization, rather than 

the organization continually attempting to stand out enough 

to be noticed. As per Alexander Riedl, previous promoting 

executive of Volvo Cars Middle East and one of the world's 

most-known guerrilla-advertising masters, "There is an 

arrangement of six qualities that each guerrilla crusade 

needs to satisfy." Here they are:  

Totally Unexpected: Guerrilla crusade must incorporate an 

unexpected circumstance. That circumstance can be made 

by utilizing regular questions in a bizarre place and the 

other way around or by organizing an occasion that 

individuals were not set up to partake in. In any case, the 

unexpected factor will help raise members' mindfulness to 

the crusade and its messages. 

Extreme: Guerrilla-showcasing efforts are radical in nature. 

Extremeness heightens the shock and is useful when 

endeavoring to contact an expansive gathering of people 

without spending a great deal (by making a verbal impact). 

Be that as it may, close by the capability of accomplishing a 

high level of intrigue and presentation, radical conduct can 

likewise prompt dismissal and shock.  

Silly: Using humor is significant to the accomplishment of 

guerrilla battles, particularly on the off chance that they 

include online action. Cleverness can help break the 

hindrances between the organization and the buyer, 

similarly as it frequently does in general human 

cooperation. Funniness additionally assumes a part in 

turning efforts viral, which implies contacting a bigger 

crowd. Blending shock with humor is a key methodology to 

an effective guerrilla battle.  

One-Shot Game: Due to the significance of the unexpected 

factor in it, a specific guerrilla-advertising idea must be 

executed amid a restricted timeframe and ought not be 

utilized twice on a similar target showcase.  

Shoddy: One of the greatest advantages of guerrilla 

advertising, particularly for SMEs, is that it requires a little 

spending plan in contrast with other showcasing strategies. 

Adhering to an insignificant spending plan is similarly as 

imperative as imagination and advancement to the outline 

of the crusade. So, the monetary allowance ought to 

practically coordinate the span of the objective market.  

Altruism and Customer Benefit: Guerrilla advertising effort 

ought to dependably incorporate a demonstration of 

generosity with respect to the organization keeping in mind 

the end goal to influence buyers to feel fulfilled and 

esteemed. The advantage can be substantial—for instance, 

giving endlessly something free as a major aspect of the 

battle or elusive, for example, something that influences 

clients to snicker, feel more quick witted, or feel more 

esteemed.  

There are couples of critical components of guerrilla 

promoting, and in addition the distinctive guerrilla 

advertising systems most as often as possible utilized. 

These are WoM, buzz marketing, viral marketing, ambient 

marketing and ambush marketing. 

WoM: Word-of-Mouth is a standout amongst the most 

essential impacts of guerrilla showcasing. The possibility of 

the showcasing strategy is to utilize stupendous and 

unforeseen advertising exercises to influence individuals to 

begin discussing the organization or brand. WoM is the 

point at which a client winds up mindful of an item that an 

organization markets and afterward educates five to ten 

individuals regarding it. WoM is an exceptionally 
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successful route for independent companies to make 

individuals mindful of their organization and items.  

Buzz Marketing: When the idea buzz showcasing first 

began it was simply oral correspondence; these days the 

buzz is in every single social medium like Facebook, 

Twitter and MySpace that have been engaged with making 

buzz promoting. Buzz showcasing has turned into an 

extremely compelling way since people think that its 

simpler to confide in loved ones than a conventional 

advancement of an item (Dye, 2001). As indicated by 

Henry (2003), the buzz requires an alternate state of mind 

about the brands. To make buzz, organizations utilize 

diverse strategies; one case to make buzz is by utilizing 

VIPs in various advancements and showcasing. A few spots 

where the buzz can originate from are advertising, occasion 

showcasing, sports promoting and internet showcasing 

(Henry, 2003).  

Viral Marketing: Viral showcasing makes a chain impact 

not at all like WoM. Viral advertising is like WoM; the 

distinction is that when a shopper winds up mindful of the 

viral promoting movement, he or she educates five to ten 

individuals regarding it and afterward they advise another 

five to ten individuals, et cetera. This chain resembles an 

infection that spreads the data quick. Toward the starting it 

was just a single individual that was influenced by the viral 

promoting yet inevitably there are many individuals that 

think about it, and the data spreads without requiring extra 

showcasing exercises.  

Ambient Marketing: Concord Advertising, a British 

publicizing office having some expertise in outside 

crusades, first utilized encompassing promoting in 1996. 

The customers were requiring something else for their 

battles, which influenced the office to think of something 

new. The office began to put the promotions on uncommon 

spots like on the floors, petroleum pump handles and on the 

back of latrine entryways; this turned into the normal for 

surrounding advertising (Luxton and Drummond, 2000). In 

any case, the strange spots are by all account not the only 

thing that characterizes encompassing advertising. 

Surrounding promoting additionally utilizes an abnormal 

technique for execution such as, holography, pretends and 

spray painting.  

Ambush Marketing: The meaning of ambush marketing is 

that an organization goes about as though they are support 

to an occasion; however they are most certainly not. In the 

meantime, they get an indistinguishable advantage from on 

the off chance that they are the official supporters. At the 

end of the day, the ambushers are dodging the expenses of a 

support, yet in the meantime they need to misdirect the 

clients to influence them to trust that the organization is a 

support (Mazodier et al., 2009). 

Guerrilla promoting greatly affects customer purchasing 

conduct and it is appropriate for all organizations and rather 

than supposition, judgment and experience it should in light 

of brain research. Guerrilla Advertising is a prevalent 

showcasing strategy which is utilized as a part of item 

promoting and that makes the utilization of abnormal of 

unpredictable methods for giving the item to the 

commercial center. The another developing method utilized 

as a part of Guerrilla Advertising is Stealth Marketing that 

incorporates various procedures, for example, superstar 

showcasing. Typically Celebrity Marketing is utilized by 

the Market pioneers. For the achievement and development 

of business shops the vast majority of the proprietors 

utilized informal promoting. Verbal exchange is a standout 

amongst the best Marketing procedures which assume a 

crucial part to effectively convey the message and grape the 

consideration of clients towards any result of 

administrations. To create and hold a solid association with 

clients Marketers utilized WOM system. Experiential 

Marketing build up an association such that the client react 

to an outcome on the help of both levelheaded and 

passionate criticism. For the most part Opinion pioneers 

utilized Experiential promoting technique to improve the 

business development. Web is likewise the greatest 

instrument which is utilized by loads of the organizations to 

acquire the applicable data and numbness of this device 

might be the reason of associations in reverse.  

Guerrilla promoting greatly affects enterprise advancement. 

Hierarchical business enterprise is essential factor for the 

achievement and development of each association. Setting 

up singular validity and advancement are vital apparatuses 

for the financial advance of creating nations. Guerrilla 

showcasing is an approach that encourage the organization 

to create promoting business and get the most extreme yield 

in restricted assets. Advancement, production of 

occupation, innovative level and specialized learning are 

the most noteworthy parts of business improvement. To 

make the situation for business enterprise improvement the 

counsels of attire industry should focus on work 

adaptability and briskness and additionally utilizing solid 

specialists.  

In an examination in Egypt it is showcased that Guerrilla 

advertising is a practical promoting system which has a 

critical impacts when contrasted with the conventional 

promoting. As indicated by the exploration it is demonstrate 

that guerrilla advertising is an extraordinary and inventive 

strategy in showcasing capacity which is typically utilized 

by organizations to invigorate the clients towards the item. 

It is a standout amongst other publicizing technique which 

can be utilized to improve the utilitarian estimations of the 

brand and make an aggressive position in the present 

financial condition. While utilizing Guerrilla Marketing it’s 

extremely important to consider the morals of the business 

and the buyer culture. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To design a descriptive, cross sectional research the study 

was conducted with the help of Stratified Random 
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Sampling. The sample size was 192 and data was collected 

with the help of questionnaire and the software named 

SPSS v 21 was used to examine the impact of guerrilla 

marketing on consumer buying behavior. The study was 

conducted in Kolkata. The data was collected in this 

research with the help of survey and questionnaire 

techniques which was used by the researchers for the 

collecting the data. All the questions are close ended. The 

questionnaire was made with five points Likert scale started 

from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (1to5) points are 

given to each one and the main reason of this study is find 

the impact of guerrilla marketing on consumer buying 

behavior. Linear Regression Model has been used to find 

out the result. 

V. DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 

To test the reliability Cronbach’s alpha test has been incorporated and the value is 0.821. For validity testing both face and 

content validity has been examined and it proves that the data are valid in nature. Regression is the statistical measures that tell 

us about how much difference in dependent variable due to change in one or more independent variables. Actually Regression 

is the test of how much independent variable has effects on dependent variable. 

Model Summary
b 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

Durbin-Watson 

1 .799a .638 .643 .824 1.941 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Guerilla marketing 

b. Dependent Variable: Consumers’ buying behavior 

 

Coefficients
a 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 
(Constant) 2.530 .035  13.264 .000   

Guerilla Marketing .196 .019 .199 5.028 .000 0.879 1.000 

a. Dependent Variable: Consumers’ buying behavior 

 

The value of R Square shows the coefficient of 

determination and shows that the part of dependent variable 

explained by independent variable and extent to which line 

fit the points. It means consumer buying behavior is caused 

by .638 due to the impact of independent variable. The 

value of Adjusted R square shows that dependent variable 

is caused by independent variable by .643 and remaining 

portion is affected by other factors held constant and the T 

value shows the test statistics. Value of Beta shows 

independent variables has impact on consumer buying 

behavior which is dependent variable and it is having a 

significant impact on consumer buying behavior. 

VI. FINDINGS & CONCLUSION 

The guerrilla marketing investigates each plausibility and 

past, to actualize the most ideal business mix. Individual 

deal, individual letters, telemarketing, booklets and 

pamphlets on announcement sheets, area advertisements, 

outside publicizing, bulletins, business directory, daily 

papers and magazines, radio and TV, mail offers, limited 

time quirks like decorated pens, free examples, classes and 

advancements, support relationship, shows and fairs, shirts 

with a logo, advertising, and informal promoting.  

Guerrilla marketing is certainly not another pattern in 

publicizing yet it's moved toward becoming piece more 

mainstream these days as a result of the imaginative 

thoughts and inventive reasoning of the promoters. When 

we think it from the budgetary perspective there is a 

colossal contrast to both conventional way and guerrilla 

way and guerrilla achieves the client significantly more 

compelling way. In any case, the primary issue that 

everybody is looking about the mindfulness level, from the 

different explores it has been discovered that around 45%-

55% of the general population know about it. Guerrilla 

marketing is a decent strategy and achieves the mass 

rapidly and the cost brought about is additionally less. In 

any case, it will be helpful simply in the wake of finding a 

way to defeat the limitations Guerrilla Marketing has. Once 

that is dealt with then the method will profit everybody. 

Guerrilla is known for its briskness and its effect and that 

affirmation of its effect will profit the present age of 

purchasers and advertisers.  

Through the determination of promoting strike, the guerrilla 

follows in strides of the weapons that hit the objective, and 

not the ones that miss it. The guerrilla frequently recalls as 

to go to the necessities and needs that summon motivating 
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force. The guerrilla ponders the patterns, for the customer 

devoted organizations will be progressively created. 
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